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By L. M. K. 130elter, R. Bromberg,
J. T. Gier, and E. R. Dempster

SUMMARY

An analysis of the thermopilo radiometer as used in the
measurement of irradiation and radiant power Interchange is
given. The theory of the instrument when used to measure
Irradlntion and net radiant power Interchange is developed,
and the precautions to be observed when using it for these
measurements are presented. Desoriptiona of the types used
are given.

It was found that accurate measurements of irradiation
or net radiant power interchange could be obtained by always
allowing sufficient time for the readings to become constant
and by arranging the syetem so that the front of the housing
Ie not brought closer than twice the housing length to any
reflecting surface. By observing those precautions when using
the radlometera, the absolute error of any measurement of ir-
radiation may be made very small. If these precautions are
observed, the procedure in making a meaeuremont of Irradiation
Is to point the radiometer in a given directlon;” obtnin the
thermoplle electromotive force and the housing temperature by
meane of a potentiometer or other voltage-measuring device,
and evaluate the results obtained in the following manner:

The irradiation la given by the product of the millivolts
generated by the thermopile and a constant of the thermopile
plus the product of the absolute temperature of the radiometer
housing raised to the fourth power and a constant of the

*In this report a measurement of irradiation (or net power
exchange by radiation) in a given direction refers to a meas-
urement of power incident (or exchanged) In a solid angle
[fra~tion of space) equal to that seen by the radiometer re-
ceiver (3’0—n of half spaoe).---
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radiometer. This sum will in~icate the actual irradiation
of the thermopile receiver by the source ‘viewedn includ-
ing any gaseous radint30n that may be present.

IETEODUCTION

Suitable Instruments to evaluate the magnitude of the
several modes of heat transfer will nid In affecting .n more
preoise thermal analysis on heat transfer systems..

A oomplete heat balance on an airplane or any of Sta

parts requires a knowledge of the heat absorbed, and. lost by
radiation. Besides data on the emissivltles of the surfaoes
involved (referenoe 1), it is neaessary to know the magni-
tude of the radiation incident upon any surfaoe (irradiation).
The thermopile radiometer provides a simple, rugged instru-
ment to measure this irradiation.

Several thermoplle radiometers of the plnted #unction
type have been constructed and used at the Univerelty of
California (refereace 2). Reoently, becauee of the require-
ments of certain problems whloh have been encountered, it
was decided to inveetlgate the possibilities of improving
the design of the sensitive elemente. As a result, it Is
now poesible to build thermonile radiometers having much
smaller mhysical dimensions and the same or greater sensl-
tlvitlos than the former units referred to above. For
example, one of the older units, having an admittance an le
of approximately 160 was 41/a finches in dinmeter and 111 a
inches long. A new unit, having the smme ndmittanoe angle
and approximately the came eensltivity, is 1 Inoh in dia-
meter and approximately 4z/a inches long. (See photographs,
figures 3 to 6.)

Thie report presente an analyeie of the oneration of the
compensated t~e thermonlle radiometer and n descrlntion of
come of ite uses, Inoludlng the measurement of Irradlntlon
and the measurement of net radiant mower interchange.

The program of researoh unon which this reuort ie baeed,
oonducted In the Spectro-lladiometrie Laboratory of the Depart-
ment of Mechanical Mnglneering of the University of California,
wae sponsored by and conducted with the financial assistance
of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautlos.

. . .
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The authors wish to express their appreciation to Mr.
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DISCUSSION

Description

The thermopile radiometer are constructed as follows:

A metal cylinder is made with n removable plug or cover
plate at one end, as shown in figure 1. The thermopile ele-
ment ia placed in the end of the cylinder, either aa part of
the removable plug or attached directly to the cylinder, no
that the receiving surface of the thermopile faces the open
end of the cylinder. One of the smaller models Is eauipped
with a handle so that It may be used as a portable field in-
strument . The larger models are mounted on heavy basee and
though not as portable, they are often more useful for labo-
ratory purposee; the heavy housing provides a more stable
datum and tends to reduce drifts. The exterior surfaces of
the radiometer houelnge are chromium plated to provide a
durable surface which has and maintains a high reflectivity.
A thermocouple IS peened into the housing for use In determi-
nation of the housing temperature.

For a more detailed discussion of the construction of
plated-junction-type thermopiles, soe reference 2.

The radiometer may be calibrated with the uss of altung-
sten filament lamp which has been aged and calibrated against
a radiation standard, or with an ideal radiator (nhohlraurnh),
or with any source of radiation the emissive power of which
Is known and for which the irradiation at the thermopile may
be computed. For the thermoplles constructed it has been
found that the electromotive force generated Is directly
proportlonml to the irradiation over a“large range of values.
Three or four points obtained with the calibrating sourco
will yield an accurate calibration. This method of calibra-
tion depends on the fact (experimentally determined) that the
thermopile receiver element absorbs Independently of the var%
ous wavelengths emitted by the source.

I

..—
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rig. 1

Measurement of Irradiation

A fundamental form of the equation to be used with the
compensated type thermopile radiometer is

Go = K (rev) + l’o-R a Th4

or

(?0- I’o<_R u Th4 = K (rev)

where

00 irradiation of thermopile due to radiant energy enter-
ing opening In housing

K a constant of thermopile

mv electromotive force generated by thermopile (for sero
current flow)

—-
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‘o-R fraction of power leaving front surface of receiver
element which goes out through opening (shape
modulus ) .--.,-... .“---- ----J ,,-

9= ----- .,--. .-..-..,---. ”“----
u Stefan-Boltsmann radiation conntant

Th absolute temperature of radiometer houBing
(postulated to be uniform)

This equation also applies to the non-compensated* type
of thermoplle If the cold junctions are kapt at the housing
temperature and if the housing remains at air temperature.
(See appendix A for a derivation of this equat lono

When the radiometer is directed toward a source or a
surface, the radiant one~gy coming into the Instrument 18
composed of the following

(1) The energy which would be present If the radiometer
were removed

(2) The energy which orlginatLs at the radiometer and
is reflected back Into the same instrument minus
that energy which would have been reflected into
the radionetor if It Lad not been shielded from
the surface by the hou~ing

It Is actually desired to me~sure term (1) only (re–
ferred to in appendix B ae C-i), Lut the radiometer moae-
ures term (1) plus tern (2) (refrrred t@ in this report as
Go). In other words, term (2) must be made very small;

then Go may be used as if it were the destred quantity.

Term (2) may be made very small if the radiometer is lccat-
ed at a dlat&nce which Is eloater than twi~e itg length
from the source or tkc sur”~~I.ce.Iludqr these conditions,
the absolute error d.uc io khc reflec;ed eaergy from a per-
fectly reflrjcting di?.fu~e surface wll~ be 10SS than FO<—R

(i o +-R a T:). (Seo appendix E for the proof. )

*In a compensated—typo thernopile both sets of junc-
tions are so construc~ed and diopoeed S.S to be similarly
affected by changes in the air temperature, In the non-
compensated. type the cold junctions al”ekept at a constant
temperature, and the emf generated Is dependent on the air
temperature.

-. -— .—.



If the temperature diatributlon along the housing Is
not uniform, an electromotive force may he generated even
though Go - ~o-R U ~h4 1s equal to zero beoause the

irradiation of the hot and oold $unotions will not be eoual.
It 1s beoause of this requirement that the radiometer houe-
Ing is made of a material having a high-thermal oonduotlv-
Ity and a rather large mass. When use is made of the
radiometer, many diffioultles will be eliminated If suffl-
oient time IS allowed for the housing to oome to equilib-
rium with the surroundings. Usually, only a few minutes
are necenaary to attain this oandltion, ~actors that might
cause an uneven temperature distribution alopg the housing
should be avoided: for example, a hand placed on the hous-
ing while data are being taken.

Measurement of Net Exohange of Power by Radiation

The net exchange of power by radiation between a sur-
face and the surroundings (the heat loss by radiation of a
surface) may be obtained with the radiometer If the sur-
roundings may be considered as having uniform emmi~sive
power. The question whether the surroundings are uniform
enough for this measurement may be determined by sighting
the radiometer at the surroundings and noting any high ln-
tonsity sourceem If there are any such sources, the pro-
cedure outlined in the following paragraph should be fol-
lowed. For the case where the surroundings are uniform,
equation (19) In appendix B shows that if tho radiometer
1s pointed at the eurface in question and liseee~ionly this
eurface and then is pointed at the surroundlnge In the
opposite direction, the difference in readin~e will give

(); =K (mvgurface - ‘Surroundings )
net

which ie the net exchange by radiation between a surface
and the surrounding If the Surroundings abeorb and radiate
au an Ideal radiator. (See reference.~, ch. XVIII, p. 20.)
This equation applies only if the radiometer is ueed ae
epeclfled under Measurement of Irradiation and also eatle-
fles the condition of ‘seeingn only the eurface in question
when pointed at it. In other words, the surface eighted
at muet have an area at least large enough to cover the
circle which would be Been by the radiometer receiver ele-
ment . (See appendix B for derivat ion.)
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For the ease where the surroundings do not rndinte
uniformly, other methods muet be used. If data nre Rvnil-
able on the emissivity of the surface in question, it is
poksibie to’ obtain its radirntipower loee b~ measuring its
temperature. The power loag tn any dlreation for any eur-
faae in Ite apparent emiseive power in thie direction times
the shape modulus for the desired direction minus the ab-
sorbed power, or

()9’
A/net = CUT

4y
O*R -CL(30

where 00 IEI the value obtained with the radiometer.

This equation refere to an exahange of radiant power
In that Portion of spaoe definsd by the shape modulus
r only. Therefore,o *-.R the power referred to is the

emlssive power of the body ccJ T4 timeO YO-E. It
should be noted that c and m in thle equntion are not
necess~rily equal.*

In all measurements of Irradlatlon, the rqsult ob-
tained is referred to a surfmce normal to the axis of the
rndiometnr. If the radiometer axis makes an ~n~le q with
the normal to the surface, on which the magnitude of the
irrndiatlon 1s desired, the incident mower n~r unit ares is
obtained by multiplying the result by COE cp.

COFCLUSIOI?S

1. To make a measurement of irradintlon:

(m) point the radiometer at the object, keemlng th~
front surf~oe of the housing at least two
radiometer lengths away from the nearest
surfaoe.

(b) After allowing time for the readings to become
constant, take the housing temperature and
the thermopile eleotromotlve foroe readings.

------- -------------- ------- ------- --------------------- ----
*The emlesivity (and consequently the absorptivity) is

a function of wavelength, and, since the energy distribution
corresponding to the incident and emitted energy is not nec-
essarily the same, it may be neoessary to use different fac-
torO: C for the over-all emisslvity correapondin~ to T,
and a for the absorptivity oorreeponding to the distri-
bution of On.
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(C) substitute these values in the equation

Go ?K(d+~o+-R-Th4. .. ,. .. .,,. . -,,.

2. To make a measurement of the gain or 10E8 of radiant
power In a given direction by a body whic4 receives an equal
amcunt of radiation from all dlrectione in half epace:

(a) Check by sighting in eeveral directlone (as out-
lined in l(a) and l(b)) to determine whether
this condition is approximately true. If it
is not, refer to paragraph 3, which followe.

(b) “Hclding the radiometer near the body under consid-
eration, sight at the surrounding In the de-
sired dlrectlcn and follow the procedure of
l(a), l(b), and l(c). Turn the radiometer
through 1.80°, sighting at the body, and repeat
the procedure of l(a), l(b), and l(c).

(c) The value of Go obtained when Gighted at the
bo-dy minus the value of Go obtained when
eightlng at the surroundings la the radiant
power loss by the body in the direction re-
ferred to. The equation Ie

(),q r
= K j (mv)surfaceAinet

- (rev)surroundings
L 1

(d) Thie method applies ouly If, when sight Ing the
radiometer at the eurface in question, the
radiometer sees only the surface and yet taat—
Isflee condition l(a).

3. To make a measurement of the gain or loss of
radiant power In a given direction by a body under any
circumstances ( including that of paragraph 2), the follow-
ing procedure may be used:

(a) Obtain the irradiation of the body as outlined
In l(a), l(b), and l(c). Call this Go.

(b) Measure the temperature of the eurface of the-
body ‘b by meane of a thermocouple or ether

device.

—-— —.—-— . —— —— .—
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(c) On the basis of other data, or an the basis of
experience, approximate the emlssivity of the

. ,-. --- murface -C-m s ,- . . . . . . .

(d) The radiant loss in a given direction is then

(Z)net=[su(tb + 460) 4XFO+R- a Go1
University of California,

Berkeley, Cal If., October 19, 1944.

APPENDIX A

EXAMPLES OF THE USE OR’THE THERMOPILE ILADIOHETER

In the following examples the case of a pilot h an
airplane cab’in is considered. The examples are dependent
on each other, the final reeult being a radiant heat bal–
ante on the pilot.

In all irradiation measurements referred tc in this
and the following section of this appendix, it IS assumed
that the radiometer is hold normal to the surface. If it
is held at an angle m to the normal @f the eurfao% th~ the
results should be multiplied by cos 0 in order to obtain
the power per unit area of surface,

Example 1. Measurement of Irradiation

A pilot is seated behind a windshield receiving the
direct radiation (normal to the window) of the sun. It iS
desired to measure the irradiation of the pilot due to the
energy of the sun which is transmitted through the window.
(Actually, the irradiation is by the sun and the small
amount of sky seen %y the radiometer.)

(a) The radiometer, which has been in the airplane
cabin for about 6 minutee or more (during which t Ime the
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oabin conditions have not changed) , is placed in front of
the man and sighted in the direction of the sun, keeping
the radiometer at leaet two radiometer lengths aw~y from

the window. After su-fflcient time 3s allowed for all
emfls -ho become constant, the temperature of the radiom-
eter housing and the emf generated by the thermopile are-
obtained by means of a portable potentiometer.*

(b) The Irradiation of the man then Is equal to

(30 = K(mv)

A typical caee would be

+ Fo+ R CJ T4houeing

as follows~

Btu
K (congtant of the radiometer) = 7.00

hr ft2 mv

r. -R (shape nodulus ofradiometer) = 0.02

Btu
u (Stefan-Boltzaann constant) = 0.173 X 10-e

hr ft’ (“R)’

If the emf generated In this caee were 42.0 II?Vand the
housing temperature 200 F, the irradiation intercepted by
the radiometer would be

Go = 7.00 X 42;0 + C!.G2 X 0.173 X 10-* (20 + 460)4

Btu
= 294.@ + 1.83 = 29!j.8

hr ft%

*If a portable potentiometer is not available a een-
eitive millivoltmoter may be used The emf generated

Rm + RH
(rev) then would be equal to Em ~—, where Em is

m
tho millivolt reading of the meter, Rm resistance of the
meter, and ‘R resistance of the radiometer thermoplle.

—.
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Example 2 .

--- Measurement of Radiant Power Loss, Surrounding Uniform

It is desired to meaaure ttie power 10;8 by radiation
of a man in an airplane. The airplane is on the ground,
eun behind It.

(a) The radiometer, after having been in the cabin
for eeveral minutes, is sighted about the cabin in the
various directions that the man sees on tho side desired.
(That is, the man ie considered to consiet of two flat
taldee, and” the portion of space seen by one side ie half
space. ) If the readings obtained (allowln~ sufficlont
time for each reading to become conetant) are nearly
uniform, the average of the readings Is notod. The radi-
ometer is then slghtod at the man, and the readinp is
noted. In all measurements the radiometer is kept at
least two lengths away from the nearest surface. When
sighting at the ~an, though, it muet be close enou~h to
see only the man, but still be at least two len@hs nway
from him.

(b) The net loss by the man in the given direction
is then

(
q\

r= K (mv)man – (nv)surroundings 1K&et L d

A typical case would be as follows:

(If the cabin wall temperature = 120° F)

Btu
2= 7.00

hr fta mv

3’0 -R = 0.02

Emf when sighting at surroundings = O.C

Emf when sighting at man = -0.171 mv

Therefore, the radiant heat lose Is Rtu-7X0,171=-1.20 —
hr fta

--
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This value refers to the power lost to that portion of
space defined by 3’0< R. Therefore the total loea to

one-half space Is this value dlvi~ed by Yo~R.
....... ...-,---- -,.- “D

If similar readings are obtained In all directions when
sighting at the man, his total heat loss to one side by
radiation is then

-1.20 = -1’20 = _~() Btu .— .
~oe-l? 0.02 hr ft=

or, in other words, he receives a net amount of radiation
of 60 Btu/hr fta.

Example 3. Radiant Power Gain in I?onuniform Surroundings

It is desired to obtain the total radiant power
exchange of a pilot seated behind a windshield, facing in–
to the sun.

be cbhin:;rst s

the total irradiation of the pilot will
It will be assumed that the cabin may be

divided int~ two sections, the front and the rear. ~h e

front surface of the pilot iS exposed to the front cabin
section. Also, since the solid angle seen by the radiom-
eter wl.en viewing the sun takes up such a small section
of the space seen by the front surface of the

?
ilot, it

is assu~ed that the whole front cabin section including
the window) is seen by the front surface of the pilot.
The irradiated surfaces will be divided up e.a follows:

(Assume the total area subject to radiation as elyual to
15.5 Sq ft. see refere-nce

Receiving radiation from

Receiving radiation from

Receiving radiation from

In contact with seat . .

k).

the sun . . . . . . 4fta

front wall sections 8 ftz

rehr wall section . 41/a fta

warn*.* . . . . a fta

(4 fta receives radiation from sun and walls)

The total area receiving radiation is, therefore, 12.5 fta.

-.
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With the same fail!ometer as in example 1, the follow-
ing readings are obtained$

,. .. . . . .... .. . ..— -..
When s~ghted at front wall section = -0.12 mv,

SO that

Go = - (0.12 X 7.0) + 1.83 = 0.99 Btu/hr fta

When-sighted at rear wall section = - 0.098 mv,

EO that

Go = - (0.098 X 7.0) + 1.83 = 1.15 Btu/hr ft2

When sighted at sun = 42.0 mv

so that

Q. = (42.OX 7.0) + 1.83 = 295.8 Btu/hr fta

(as In example 1)

The apparent emissive power of any surface sighted
at is ‘e/Fo<—RQ and the total irradiation from uni-

forml~ radiating Burroundingm la equal to the emlseive
power of the surroundings.

Therefore, the total radiant power incident on the
pilot ie

0.994x295m8+8x — + 4.5 = = 1184 + 396 + 259
0.02 0.02

= 1839 Btu/hr

Thle would be equivalent to an average irradiation of

~ = 147 Btu/hr fta
9

The surface of the man wall be considered to be a
gray boiLT(so that the emissivtty Ie ea-ualto the absor~
tivity). On the basis of other data (reference”l) an
approximation of the emlseivity of the pilot’e clothing
must be made, and the eurface temperature obtained, by

L . - — .——..— - - ——.-



use of a touch thermocouple, The value of 6, a, Is tak–
en as 0.90 and the pilot is olothes temperature as 80° Y;
the. net 1.OS,Sby the pilot Is them . ....

That is, the net loss of radiant power by the pilot Is
O Btu/hr, or an average value of O Btv/hr fta.

In a typical, comfortably heated room, the radiant loss
by a man Is about 180 Btu/hr over an area of 15.5 square
feet, or 12 Btu/hr fta, and the convective loss Is abmzt
120 Btu/hr over an area of 19.5 square feet, or 6 Btu/hrfta,
so that the elimination of the radiant loee is an Important
factor. (See reference 4.)

If it is deeired- to evaluate the total irradiation
on a surface In surroundings the emissive power of which
varies greatly with angle, IT is suggested that the pro-
cedure outlined in reference ~ (ch. XVII1, PP. A~50) be
followed.

APPENDIX B

THEORY GOVERNING TEE USE OF THE TH14RHOPILE RADIOMETER

SYMBOLS

A area of a surface, fta

E emlsBlve power of an Ideal radiator at the tem-
perat~re of the surfaco under consideration
=aT, Btu/hr fta

~aeb shape modulus, the fraotion of energy orl~lnally
leaving a perfectly diffusing surface b of
uniform temperature which reaches a sur??nce a
before any reflections have taken place; the
numbers of the various eurfaces referred to
are inserted In place of .a nnd b.

irradiation of thermoplle due to the rndlnnt
energy coming through the opening in the hous—
ing, Btu/hr fta
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the portion of Go whioh would be present If the
radlomete? were removed: the valuo dee irod,
Btu/hr ft~ -

constant of radiometer thermoplle, Btu/hr fta mv

dintance from front of radiometer to nearegt reflect-
ing surfaoe in direct line of Hsightll of radiom-
eter, ft

distanoe from thermopile to front of radiometer
housing, ft

electromotive force generated by thermopile, mv

1/L

heat transferred, Btu/hr

temperature, ‘F

absolute temperature (t + 460), ‘R

(l- 61) (1- E2) li’3<__~ x Fl< 3

error term in radiometer equation

emlssivity of a surfnce (all surfacee are treated
&s If 6 wore Independent of wavelength)

angle between normal to eurfaco and axi~ of radiom-
eter, dcg

0.173 x 10-R
Stefan-Bolt.zmann constant, . ~tu (See

hr fta (OR)
International Critical Tables. ) -

Subscripts

o opening of radiometer housing

R radiometer receiver element

1 mame as R

a eurface 2 in fig. 1
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-- .. .
4 surfaoe 4 in fig. 1.. ... ... ..-

Measurement of Irradiation

The equntlon Go = K(mv) + YO-M u Th4 mny be
derived aa follows:

l’irst, imagine the radiometer housing to be cloned
at the front, and the thermopile connected to a device
(such as a ~otentiometer) which indicates the emf geuer-
ated by the thermopile. Under this condition the output
of the thermcpile will be zero, sfnce both #unctions of
the thermopile will be irradiated equally. (See refer-
ence 1 for a more detailed pioture of the actual con-
struction. ) If the front cpening is removed, the junctions
facing in this direction will receive less radiation from
the housing than the shielded junctions: the amount less
being the radiation that would have been received from this
hypothetical front cover, This amount would be Fo__R u Th4.
This may be visualized as a negative irradiation of the junc-
tions exposed to the housing omening equal to
Owing to Irradiation from external sowrces Go,

-F. ~..R u Th4..
the total

irradiation falling on the exposed junctions is ~reater than
that falling on the sh!elded #unctions by the ~mount
GO-F o+EuTh4. Consequently, the reading on the mea-
suring device will be proportional to this auantity.

In the foregoing expression, the emissivity of the
housing was taken as unity. This can be shown to be very
nearly true because of the following:

(1) The back surface of 4 long cylinder (length to
diameter ratio 1.9) the surfac+ of which has an amisslvlty
of 0.75 radiatns and absorbs ma If its emissiwity were O.~q.
(See reft9rence 5.)

(2) The length to diameter ratio of the radiometers
used was approximately 3.5.

(3) The emissivity of thg surface WRS approximately
0.9,

----
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It follows from the foregoing that the output of the
radiometer is proportional to the exchange of radiant power
between the sources seen by the thsrmopile through the. houra-

.. . ,-ing opening and a h~dthetickl’ surface of the same emissive.
power as the radiometer housing placed In the positlon,of
the thermopile reoelver element.

In the remainder of this appendix the t~erm GO and
the net interchange term Go - F. ~ R a~h will be dis-

cussed: the surfacasin fig. 2 will be referred to by number.
The configuration shown in fig. 2 Iu ono comnonly”encoun-
tered: by considering surface 3 to be conposed of several
parts, none of which see the other, the system may be made
to apply to nany cases. By combining a number of surfaces
In the direct line of sight of the zadionetor Into one equiv-
alent surface, the annlysis presented here nay be mado to
apply to aluost any t3yetemm Although such equivalent ncthods
aay not be exact, they are extrenely useful in practice. 3 c!–
gardless of the distribution of rad~ation from the surround-
ings, it must be remenbored that the rndixneter nlways iadi-
cates the actual irradiation Incldeni on the thermopilo re-
ceiver elenent, including any gaseous radiation which may be
present,

~Radiomoter housing (mrface 2)
l— surface 3

+-

L!l!lwrmopile(s-ace 1)

Surroundings (surface 4)
J

1. .- ..---, -.1. m
■ �✎ I m

I’lgure2.

II Iww ● II Ill Immllm
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The thermal system is based upon the followfng postu-
late:

1. All surface s”are perfectly diffusing.

2. All nurfacee are opaque.

3. All eurfacee are uniform in temperature.

4. Surfaces 1 and 3 are a sufficient distance apart
that each point on surface i is essentially
eaouidlstant from each point on surface 3.

5. The extericr of the radiometer housing is per-
fectly reflecting.

6. The emisslvlty of each surface Is uniform with
temperature ant!!wavelength,

7. The surroundings (in addition to the housln~ in-
terior) have fan emlsslvity of unity.

8. The Intervening gaseous mediums are non-absorbing
and non-radiating.

The above-listed conditions nre very nearly satisfied
in most cases.

In the analysis of G , consider first what happens
to any energy leaving the ?ront surface of the thermopile
element . This will be called EIAl.

EIA1 radiates in three directions:

1. To the radiometer housing (surface 2)

2. !CC the surroundings (surface 4)

3. To surface 3

Therefore:

The energy 3’2~1 EIAI Is completely absorbed, as Is

also *4+1 EIAl. Consider now the term l?~~l E:Al.

This is partially absorbed and partially reflected;



!!
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es ~s~ 1 EIA1 la &bsorbed, and (1-”63)~3~—1 EtAl

refleoted. Of this last term (l- ES )Yae..— 1 F4+—3E1A1
----

goe”a In the direct’lon of” the”surroundinge and Is absorbed.
Term (l- C3)F3< 1 ~?%4’-s EIAI goee in the direction
of the housing interior and is absorbed, and
(l- ~3)F3<_ 1 Fx+z EIAZ ie incident on the thermopile “

receiver element. Consequently,

+(1- 63)F3~1 FM+-aEtAl

and of the original amount EiAl leaving eurface 1,

(l- c3)F3<_1 FI+—–3E’A1 (a)

1s returned. Of this, 61(1 - C3)F5<

reabsorbed, and (1 -
-1 F1+-3E’A1 is

c~)(l - E3)F3+_l Fl~Ei.41 is
reflected. This new qufintlty may be treated R:! the ori~
inal quantity EIAl. Therefore, owing to this term, the
quantity

is incident on the thermopile receiver strip. On each fiuc-
ceeding reflection, an additional amount of energy will be
incident. It will be noted that eaah term Is equal to tke
preceding term times the factor (1 - Cl)(l – 6~)F3elFl<_3;

and therefore eummatlon of all euch terme may be expreesod .
aO :

(l- ~3)F3~l Fl~ EIA3[1+Z+Z a+ . , .]

.

““”(l- C3)F3U— 1 F1+-3E’A1= (2j
l-z

where z=(l_ Cl)(l - c3)F3<_l F’1+3

— .- —— —— . —— -—
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That is , if an amount of power rn!Al leaves the surface of

tho therm opile reoelver, the amount represented by equation
-... .-— (2) -is-returned by reflection from surface 3 and is again

incident on the thormopile. The terms making up Go mny
naw be calculated. The power incident on 1 (through the
oponing) before any reflections from 1 is from the surround—
Inge (direct)

3’~-4E4 A4 (3)

from the surrounds (by reflection from surface 3)

from surface 3

1?1<—3c3E3 A3 (5)

from surface 2 (by reflection from su=face 3)

(l- C3) Fl~3F3e8 E2Aa (6)

In addition there will be the amounh of power emitted 5y
the radiometer housing which is reflected from surfaoe 1
to surface 3 and then reflected from surface 3 to surface 1:

The sum of the powers represented by (3), (4), (5), (6), and
(6a) are incident upon the receiver element, and of this sun
the fraction (1 - cl) is reflected. ~hls reflected term nay

be traated es the original term EiAl was treated. There–
fgre, utili~ing expression (2), the energy per un?.t time
Incideat on surface 1 due te power emitted from surfaces 1,
2, 3, and 4, including the inter-reflections is

[(3) + (4) + (5) + (6) + (6a)]

+ (1- 6.) (1-c1)F3+I EI ear++++]

l-z

+(1- C3) F34+ Yle= ~l[EIAll
l-z (7)

— —
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By making use of the ‘reolprocityn relation ~a~b Ab

= ~b~a Aa (reference lje ch. XVIII, p. 12), all the””

t-errnsm“hy ‘b”eexpressed a= a function of Al. Expression

(7) then becomes

[E4--1 E4A1 + (1-c3)r4~r3-z Edl

+

+

Expression (8) ( or (7)) is equnl to GoAl. Equntlng GoAl

l-z

is obtained.

If the radiometer were not present, the irradiation of
a Plane at the position of the rocelvor element wculd bo

This is the desired quantity. Equation (9) may now be written

.-
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The firstm- -
Irradiation of

Errors in Measuring Irradttion

term on the right-baud side represents the
the thefmobile’dus-”to the various souroes In

tho system which are “see;” by the thermopile through the
housing opening - as if the radiometer wore not there. The
remaining terms are due to inter-reflectlonta, between the
radiometer and surface 3, of power emitted by the souroes
in question and emitted by tho radiometer. Acaurato meas-
urements of G! make it necessary that the last four terms
In equation (11) be very small. The magnitude of these terms
may be evaluated. If it is supposed that surface 3 is large
enough so that the receiver element sees, direotly, only sur-
face 3, the worst possible case will have been considered,
For the ty-pe of construction used, the area of tho recoivor
strip is about threo-quartem of the area of the radioh~tor
opening. If the distance from the front of the housing to
surface 3 is called 1, and the distance from the th~rmo-
plle to the front of the housing Is ~, then tho dlstnnco
from tho element to surface 3 is 2+L, or if 1 = nL ,
it is (n+l) L. The approximate area of the Gurfnco seenwill Ie
(n+l)L/L times (area of opening).

If Al = 3/4 tines (area of opening), then the ~rea
of surfmce 3 seen will be

= (F3+1)2X+

Taking the worst possible case of Cz = O, and ~ssu~ing

vfalue),

-. --
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(since Y3-z = FO+R). Assuming T~.+3 = F1+3 nnd ‘a-l

= 1 dooe not introduce n large error, the last four terms
in (11) may,be wrltt.qn (tdcing Ea = El) ap??roxlrn~tely. . . . . . .

[

3X1O-1 1[6(~+R):1+3X10-1
(FoeR)* @ + - ~(njl)— a

4(n+l) ~ (%--R)’%

(Since 1- Z ~ 1)

Since the last terra in this expreeelon ie only 5 percent of
the second torn, it may be neglected. The error term now
becomes

In most of the radiometers used, Foe R was approximately

0.02 (admittance angle of approximately 160). Even If a
radiometer having Yo+R equal ().5 (admittance angle of

90° were used (which is very unlikely)), the first term above
wcnild be approximtitely

()

0.02 G,
n+1

Ifn= O (rndlomoter touching surface), this term is 2
percent of GI. In tho much more likely case of I’oeq

= 0.02, this term is 0.003 percent of G1. It follows
that tho firet term in the foregoing expression mny be
neglected in moe$ cases llkoly to bo encountered. Cons e-
quently the error Is

ps
[

6 FO-R 1FoeRUTh44(n + 1)

(since uTh4 = Ea)

Ifn= Ih, ~ is lese than FoeR times the term FoeqUTh4.

If n 1s alw~ye made equal to or graater than 2, the error
is proportionally less, and if the eurface sighted nt is
parti~lly ‘abeorbing, the error will ag~.in be proportionally
100s. Thie is also true if tho Intervening medlums.are”ab-
Barblng.

If desired, n curve of thie error term (p) may be plctted
for the particular shape modulus used In order to determiue
an appropriate value of n.
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In caaea where Foe RUTh4 IFJ a tamall fraction of G! ,

the percentage error becomes negligible.

. .

Measurement of Mot Radiant Power Interchange

Eor somo application It may be deelrable to obtain the
net interchange of radiant power between the radiometer and
the objeots or surfaoes seen thr~ugh the opening by tho
element .

The net gain of power (referred to a surface In place
of the receiver element having the @missive power of the
housing) was shown to be equal to

GO-F o+Zal!a4= K(mv)

For the purposes of~this analysls It will be useful to treat
tho term FO+RUT2 ne If It repres~nted the power radi-
ated out of the radiometer by the hypothetical surface re-
ferred tc previously. This pcwer may be cons: deret? as going
to surface 3 directly and being abeorbed, to surface 4 di-
rectly and being absorbad, te surface 4 by reflection from
surfaco 3, to surface 2 by reflection from surface 3, and
back to surface 1 by reflection frcm eurface 3. This result
may be expreseed as

‘%e-RaTa4 = ‘o-l Ea = % ‘3-I Ea + ‘4elE2

+(1- 6s) ~4+3 F3+1 Ea

Ea

Ea (12)

ma 1s used here slnoe It is equal to UTZ4. Now, consider

the term (l- %) ~l+s ~s+l Ea. Upon striking surface 1,

part is abeorbed and part ref~ected. Therefore, it is equal
to

The second term here may be considered In two parts:



+F a+l ‘axz] (1+2) + Fo<_l EaXZa (15)

Cent inuing

Fo+l E= =

+

+

Is obtained. The remainder term, after repeating this n
times would be Fo+l EaXZn+l, and ~a n+a,Z n+l- o

because Z is lees than 1. Since (l+ Z+ Z2+Z3. . .)

= l/1-Z, (16) becomes

-lEa + (1-63) F4e3 Fsel E= + 63 FSIF~
FO+l E= = ~_z

l-z 1– z

+ (1–63) ~a~~3~, Ita c1 (1-63) F3+1 2?14-3 Ea +F2+1112 Z
+

l–z l-z 1- z
(17)

Combining equations (9 ) and (16) ,

—
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(18)

Because TI ifIvery nenrly equal to Ta , it

foll~ws that the last term nbove la very nenrly %erc and
may be neglected. Ther9fore, the net exchange of radiant
power between the radiometer and the sources seen by the
therm opile element (referred to a surface in place of the
receiver element, having the emissive power of the housing) i3

(19)

This equation is analogous to that given in reference 1,
A particular use of this equation is in emlssivlty measurem-
ents. (See reference 1,) In this case Ea = Eat the re-
sulting expression being

(20)

By use of this equation, the emisslvities @f the type de-
scribed in reference 1 may be obtained.

.

If it Is deglred to find the net exchange of radiant
power between surface 3 and the eurroundlngs (surface 4],
equation (19) reveals the following:
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,

For the oaee where the surroundings radiate uniformly
and the radiometer la at sufficient dietance from the sur-
face sighted at (and yeti ~lseesflonly the surface In question,*. .-
tiur-ftice3)--S0 that 3&s 10 nearly 1,

( %+1 = O, and 2+0)

or

~S+-l (E4-Ea)+~3~~1(E3-E4)K(mv)a = .

When the radiometer iEIsighted in the opposite dlrectiou,
the radiometer would give

K(mv)b = Y3-1 (E4-Ea)

Therefore, the difference is

which is the power lost by radiation to the surround lngu In
the direction of the radiometer by surface 3.

— .— —. — — -- _—
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NAOA ARR No. 5A13 Figs. 3,4,5,6

Figure 3.- This picture illus-
trates the redue-

tion in size without reduotion
in voltage response to irradi-
ation made possible by impro-
ved design of thermoplle.

Figure 4.- Sensitive elements
of thermoplle radi-

ometers shown in figure 3 are
shown adjacent to the improved
portable model.

Figure 5.- Assembled portable
radiometer employing

thermopile similar to that used
in luger model of figure 3.

Figure 6.- Unassembled portable
radiometer as shown

in figure 5.
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